Due to abundant growth of multimedia application it becomes necessary to secure multimedia data. The scope of this paper is confined to secure multimedia data especially images. The major issue that exists in images is the presence of redundant data. The main focus of this paper is to design a new shuffling scheme that can eliminate redundant data .The new shuffling scheme has been implemented on different images. In this paper comparative analysis is done before and after applying new shuffling scheme with the existing PESH algorithm. The shuffling schemes are applied on pure white images in order to test its efficiency, as white images have maximum redundant data. The new scheme is designed for the light weight devices which require less computation power.
INTRODUCTION
In today's world, transferring multimedia data through communication networks requires the transmission in secured manner. With increase in application exchanging digital images over network, securing such images has become an important concern. Multimedia security aims at protecting the media from distortion by various attackers while it is being sent over communication network. A digital image is formed of group of pixels having intensities in the range of (0-255) for 8-bit values and is interpreted as a two dimensional array [1] [2] for gray scale plain. The most common scheme used among all to secure multimedia images is Encryption, which is a technique to protect the original image from unauthorized access, quality of Encryption is tested if This paper focuses on existing scheme or algorithm based on Henon chaotic system(PESH) of securing digital images .In this scheme firstly Arnold Cat map or Bakers chaotic map is used to shuffle the positions of the original image then PESH algorithm is applied in order to encrypt the image. This paper aims at removing redundancy in digital image and hence proposed a new shuffling scheme in place of Arnold cat map to be applied with existing PESH algorithm. This proposed scheme is tested using various analysis tools and its results are also observed over white images to ensure its efficiency.
This paper is organized as follows section2 will describe the existing PESH algorithm. Section 3 describes new proposed shuffling scheme to be applied with existing PESH algorithm. Section 4 presents the comparative results of both existing and proposed scheme. Section 5 concludes the paper.
A EXISTING ENCRYPTION SCHEME BASED ON HENON CHAOTIC SYSTEM (PESH)
In the existing scheme PESH, firstly confusion Algorithm is applied over plain image which will shuffled the position of the pixels in plain image. The permutation technique used is based on Arnold Cat Map [2] [5] which is described as:-
The equation so obtained which will help changing the position of pixel is:-
Where p and q are positive integers, (x', y') is the new position of the pixel and (x, y) is the original position of the pixel. In order to get a shuffled image, Arnold cat map is applied ten times so that correlation among adjacent pixels is disturbed completely. Arnold cat map is easy to compute as it consist of a linear transformation and a mod function and hence can change the position of pixels more efficiently. The major problem of using Arnold cat map is that it is more prone to attacks for which it is applied for number of iterations.
Secondly the shuffled image so obtained is passed through diffusion process. The diffusion algorithm used is PESH which will change the data values of pixel and generate the ciphered image [6] . PESH algorithm is applied with four modes of encryption operation-ECB (Electronic Code Book) mode, CBC (Cipher Block Chaining) mode, OFB (the Output Feed Back) mode and CFB (Ciphering Feed Back) mode [7] .
PESH algorithm used for encryption in existing system is described as [6] -firstly The Henon Chaotic system is converted to one dimensional map using
Where a =0.3, b= 1.4(belongs to 1.07-1.4), x 0 =0.01, x 1 =0.02 given as a key. After this transform matrix (TM) is created using a quadratic function-
Transform matrix so obtained with the above equation is a one dimension matrix of size M*N where M is the width of the image and N is the height of the image. Next a two dimensional matrix (W) will be created of size M*N using transform matrix and the shuffled image, where M is the width and N is the height of the image. The cipher image (IME) is formed by applying exclusive OR operation bit by bit IME I, J = IM I, J ⊕ W I, J 7
The existing encryption scheme (confusion and diffusion) is demonstrated in the given flow diagram [6] :-
Figure1:
The Diagram for illustration of encryption/Decryption of existing scheme [6] 3. PROPOSED SHUFFLE SCHEME Based on Siamese method used in magic square generation new shuffling scheme is introduced in this section to increase the level of security of digital images. The pixels of the original image are shuffled using the steps described below. The proposed scheme is made key dependent which makes it different from the Siamese method. The new shuffled scheme is explained by taking 5*5 data matrix as shown in figure 2a.
Step1:-Move one row up and then right ( )
Initially we take a new data matrix (5*5) say, arr having -1 filled as a data value which will be used to scanned the position .Based on the key the row position value is decremented by 1 and the column position value is incremented by 1.suppose the key is (3,4) which indicates the starting location in new matrix. According to first round of shuffling scheme in order to move upward-right the row position value is decremented by 1 and the column position value is incremented by 1 so, the new position obtained is (2, 5) . 

Considering the boundary condition when row and column reaches its maximum value. If the row value exceeds its maximum value , reaches to 6 it is reset to 1 and if the column position reaches zero then it is reset to 5(maximum value)
The process continues until the new data matrix is filled and scanned completely.
The new data matrix hence obtained after 1 st round is shown in figure 2b and is then passed for second round of shuffling scheme.
Step2:-Move one row up and then left ( )
The same process will be followed as described in step 1 with certain changes-In second round of shuffling scheme in order to move upward-left ,based on the key value both the row position value and the column position value will be decremented by 1. To check the boundary conditions, if row and column position value exceeds its maximum value it is reset to 1. Using key (2,3) the matrix obtained after second round is shown in figure 2c .The new data matrix hence obtained is passed for third round of shuffling scheme.
Step3:-Move one row down and then right ( )
The same process will be followed as described in step1 with certain changes. In third round of shuffling scheme in order to move downward-right, based on key value both the row position value and the column position value will be incremented by 1. To check the boundary conditions, if row and column position value reaches zero it is reset to maximum value (5). Using key (4, 5) the matrix obtained after third round is shown in figure 2d . The new data matrix hence obtained is passed for fourth round of shuffling scheme
Step4:-Move one row down and then left ( )
The same process will be followed as described in step1 with certain changes. In fourth round of shuffling scheme in order to move downward-left, based on key value the row position value is incremented by 1 and the column position value will be decremented by 1. To check the boundary conditions, if row position value reaches zero it is reset to maximum value (5) and if column position value exceeds its maximum value it is reset to 1. Using key (1, 3) the matrix obtained after fourth round is figure 2e. The new data matrix hence obtained is passed for the last round of shuffling scheme
Step5:-Bit-XOR with Key based diagonal spiral positions
The data matrix obtained from fourth round is bit-XORed with key based diagonal spiral position. After getting diagonally spiraled positions, the starting position can be decided as per the value derived from the key.
Suppose key (i, j) is (3, 4) .we find the starting position from given equation to have diagonal spiral elements.
Where N is the number of rows .After that bitxor operation is applied as shown-
Where array is a new matrix obtained after bitxor operation, array2 is the matrix obtained after step 4 and array1 is the diagonally spiraled position matrix. The two dimensional matrix obtained after bitxoring is shown figure 2f.
The new confused data matrix hence obtained is passed for diffusion by PESH algorithm. This proposed shuffling scheme is used with the PESH diffusion algorithm to get minimum correlation between the pixel values of original plain image and the ciphered image.
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Here PESH is applied with single mode of Encryption operation ECB (Electronic Code Book) whereas the new shuffling scheme is applied 5 times in order to shuffle the image.
The block diagram of new shuffling scheme (confusion) and diffusion is shown below:-
Figure3
: Encryption/Decryption technique using new proposed shuffle scheme.
COMPARATIVE RESULTS BASED ON SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this paper security analysis is done on both the schemes existing as well as proposed .the schemes are designed and tested by MATLAB 7.10.0.499(R 2010a) version on windows 7 operating system on laptop computer with Intel(R) core(TM) 2 Duo processor, 4.00 GB RAM. The schemes are implemented on regular testing image like Lena while special emphasis will be laid on testing pure white images in order to redundancy. The strength of the scheme will be analyzed using various parameters of security analysis like correlation coefficient, differential attack parameters, histograms and others.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis is done by calculating the histogram and correlation coefficient among the pixels.
Histogram Analysis
Histogram shows the distribution of data. The flatness of the histogram shows uniform distribution and indicates the efficiency and strength of the scheme [2] [3] [5] .
(a)
The histogram of both the schemes with their encrypted image is shown below in figure 5 and figure 6:- (a) (b) Figure 6 illustrates the ciphered image and its histogram after using the combination of proposed shuffling scheme and the PESH for diffusion. The new shuffling scheme is applied 5 times and PESH is applied once. The histogram obtained appears to be flat and shows better results as compared with the histogram of existing scheme which was bell shaped and the ciphered image depicts the visual aspect of the algorithmic strength. The flatter the histogram is, the better the algorithm's performance is.
(a) (b)
Correlation Coefficient
This factor measures the amount of deviation between the plain and encrypted image .value close to 1 show that plain image and ciphered image is highly correlated. 
Differential Attack Analysis
The change produced on encrypted image by changing just one pixel value in the plain image. This change will depict the quality of encryption algorithm. The parameters used are number of pixel change rate (NPCR) and unified average change intensity (UACI) given by [ The pure white image was used to test the efficiency of the proposed scheme .The histogram produced by using white image when new scheme was applied is shown below:-
CONCLUSION
The scheme proposed in this paper prime aim was to reduce redundancy .Experimental results shows that the scheme helps to remove redundancy and the histogram so obtained is flat .The proposed scheme take less time to execute and hence is efficient for light weight devices. The proposed scheme is better than the existing PESH algorithm and can be used in future by various devices using encryption.
